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Despite increased administration of pertussis-containing vaccines, whooping cough cases in the United States
and developing countries continue to rise. Recent publication of complete B. pertussis genomes from multiple
outbreak events has revealed striking variation at the structural level between modern strain genomes and
references used in vaccine development. Characterization of these structural variations through whole genome
electronic mapping provides a comprehensive, high-resolution view of these changes that holds the potential for
uncovering mechanisms of pathogenicity and vaccine evasion.
Nabsys has developed HD-MappingTM, a platform for the construction of electronic whole genome maps. The
major advantages of electronic detection over optical methods are higher sensitivity, accuracy, scalability, and
speed of detection, as well as greatly reduced cost. By analyzing single-molecule reads that are hundreds of
kilobases in length, electronic detection preserves long-range information while simultaneously achieving
unparalleled resolution and accuracy with low false-negative and false-positive error rates resulting in high

information content per read. This allows the use of high-density nicking enzymes to generate complete and
contiguous de novo assemblies.
Here we present the utilization of Nabsys HD-Mapping to generate de novo assembled HD maps of B.
pertussis for the characterization of modern epidemic strain structural variation. As an illustration of the precision
and accuracy of Nabsys HD-Mapping we compare our de novo assembled HD maps to completed references.
The assembled maps highlight the structural diversity present between strains within a single outbreak.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the ability to resolve a complex, nested repeat structure that spans hundreds of
kilobases that was previously unresolved using PacBio, Illumina, and optical mapping data. The generation of
dense, highly accurate whole genome electronic maps of pathogenic strains, such as B. pertussis, enables a level
of structural analysis unavailable using existing sequencing and mapping technologies.
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Single-molecule electronic detection
In order to construct whole genome electronic maps,
high molecular weight genomic DNA is isolated from the
cells or tissue of choice. The high per-molecule
information content of Nabsys single-molecule reads
allows for a solution-phase DNA isolation procedure,
producing DNA in the 35-500 kb range, obviating the
need for time consuming gel plug isolation protocols.
Following purification, the DNA is tagged in a sequencespecific manner through an enzymatic nicking reaction.
As single molecules pass through the detector, the
presence of the DNA backbone and attached tags are
sensed as changes in the resistance of the detector. The
resulting data indicate the time between tag sites on
each single-molecule DNA backbone. The temporal
events are then converted to distance-based events
where the distance between tags (termed an “interval”) is
reported in base-pairs.

De novo assembly of single-molecule
reads to form a whole genome HD map

De novo assembly of previously unresolved duplications in B. pertussis
Alignment of Nabsys assembled HD map to draft sequence assembly

Duplications ranging in size from 15 kb to
Reference
>300 kb, previously unresolvable by a
combination of Illumina, PacBio and optical
mapping data, have been resolved using
Nabsys assembled HD maps. Current longread technologies lack sufficient read length
15 kb tandem duplication
to reliably assemble repeats and complex
Reference
variants, while the resolution limit of optical
A
mapping technologies restricts its utility to
very large variants. An example of newly
characterized 15 kb tandem duplication in a
B. pertussis genome using a Nabsys Nt.
A
A
Bpu10I assembled HD map, with an average
interval spacing of 3.2 kb, is shown to the right. The alignment of the assembled HD map (bottom) to the draft
sequence assembly supplied by the CDC (top) is also displayed. The nicking density of Nt.Bpu10I in B. pertussis is
too dense for optical mapping approaches, which would miss >35% of intervals and be unable to resolve the 15 kb
duplication. The combination of dense, high-resolution and long-range information provided by Nabsys assembled
HD maps is necessary for the accurate and complete characterization of these structural variations.
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•

Electrophoretic and hydrodynamic control of access to detector

•

Highly sensitive detection enables tag detection during translocation

•

Wider range of useful DNA lengths as compared to optical methods
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Comparison of B. pertussis references with de novo assembled HD maps
We utilized the Nabsys HD-Mapping platform to generate de novo assembled HD maps for the characterization of structural
differences between highly related outbreak strains of B. pertussis under investigation at the Centers of Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC). Multiple nicking approaches resulting in average interval sizes ranging from 2.9 kb to 10.2 kb were used to
generate whole genome HD maps. An example assembled HD map of B. pertussis strain I521, generated with nicking enzyme
Nt.Bpu10I with an average interval spacing of 3.2 kb, aligned to its strain-specfic reference is shown below. The coverage
profile is shown within each assembled HD map. The image illustrates a high degree of alignment between the de novo
assembled HD map and the strain specific reference, in which 99.9% of the reference is spanned.
Alignment of assembled HD map of strain I521 with correct reference map
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Resolution of a 322 kb nested repeat in B. pertussis outbreak strain B199
Large and/or complex structural variants require
high-resolution, long-range information in order to be
accurately characterized. Shown in the example to
the right, assembly of PacBio, Illumina and optical
mapping data from a B. pertussis outbreak strain
B199 results in a ~127 kb region defined by three
sequence domains (A, B, and C) of indicated sizes.
In contrast, alignment of the de novo assembled
Nabsys Nb.BsmI HD map (shown in dark blue) to
the sequence assembly of this region reveals a
complex, nested repeat structure (see right).
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The ability of Nabsys HD-Mapping to utilize frequently nicking enzymes results in dense, accurate, and highly complete maps
with excellent contiguity. Assembled maps provide the necessary long-range information to allow for high-resolution structural
characterization of strains which can differ from each other either in a single region or involve multiple, complex variation events
spanning hundreds of kb. An example of an inversion variant between two very closely related strains of B. pertussis, I480 and
I521, is shown below in the alignment of the Nabsys I521 assembled HD map to the reference of I480.
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Nabsys assembled HD map interval size accuracy
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Remapping support for newly identified breakpoints in Nabsys assembled HD map
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Accuracy of existing B. pertussis references were
evaluated by comparing de novo assembled HD
map consensus interval sizes to the interval sizes
determined from reference sequences. An example
of this comparison for strain I521 mentioned above
is shown to the left. There is a high level of
agreement between the I521 reference and
assembly as indicated by the tight linear fit of the
data. This fit extends down to intervals in the 300
bp range (see inset), well below the optical
diffraction limit of ~1500 bp. The R2 value of 0.999
for the linear fit indicates overall support for the
existing reference. In strains with draft references
that required further refinement, differences in
interval sizes between the assembly and reference
were observed and regions of structural variation
were identified (see right panels)
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The complex repeat structure defined
by the Nabsys assembly is
characterized by an initial duplication of
the full “A-B-C” region followed by
triplication of one “B” segment. The
refined structure spans ~322 kb and
results in three novel breakpoints
relative to the original NGS-only
sequence assembly indicated by red
boxes in the schematic to the left. The
revised structure of this region was
further supported by both Nt.BspQI
and Nt.Bpu10I Nabsys assembled HD
maps. Nabsys reads show excellent
support for each of these breakpoints,
which are further verified by PacBio
reads, validating the new assembly.
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Conclusions
The generation of dense, highly accurate whole genome HD maps of pathogenic strains such as B. pertussis enables a level of
structural analysis unavailable using existing sequencing and mapping technologies. The precision and accuracy of Nabsys HDMapping simultaneously allows for distinction between highly related strains and a clear understanding of the nature of complex,
large-scale structural variation that can modulate virulence and vaccine avoidance characteristics of pathogenic bacterial strains.
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